
Nothing seems more out of reach, in the face of challenges like global import disruptions, 
business closings, new government regulations, intermittent demand forecasting and more. 
While these disruptions are out of your control, they are driving stockouts through the roof. 

Blue Ridge Supply Chain Planning (SCP) gives you the full financial picture of your supply chain. 
So you can conquer these key HVAC distribution challenges with profit-pumping resiliency:

With 20% of HVAC imports coming from China, 
long shutdowns and lack of drivers, the inability 
to get equipment such as plumbing and A/C parts 
to businesses is having far-reaching implications.

Machine learning lets you quickly analyze the impact of 
shortages and get proactive recommendations to keep product 
availability in close balance with demand. Minus ‘panic buying’ 
and the dead weight of stock that won’t sell. In minutes, you 
can right-size stock on slow-moving or lumpy-demand items 
across large assortments and unique geographies using 
Intermittent Demand Forecasting (IDF) algorithms.

Understand exactly when and where to replenish 
in order to leverage record-breaking sales on high-
demand products, such as aftermarket parts and 
items related to the new work-from-home lifestyle.

Blue Ridge lets you accurately increase stock leading into 
season and reduce it coming out. It can also identify a 
complement when an item is on backorder, and help you 
negotiate with suppliers, to save the sale.

Lead time-related stockouts that delay home 
closings and service calls are preventable in many 
cases. 

Blue Ridge accurately forecasts supplier lead times and 
downstream demand—steering you away from incomplete 
orders and lost sales. 

Blue Ridge’s AI-based algorithms and intelligent allocation 
capabilities have helped distributors cut out-of-stocks by 
nearly half on key items, in just 9 weeks.

Optimize the introduction of new technologies 
to your mix, such as energy-efficient condensing 
products, lower-cost venting material, tankless 
water heaters, UV lamp systems, or smart-home 
automation products.

Blue Ridge evaluates and monitors new items separate from 
day-to-day items. Collaborate efficiently on data findings, 
accelerate decisions such as a replacement, and maximize 
the performance of new lines.

Need to Compete Smarter, but Can’t Because of 
Parts Shortages, Lead Times & Seasonal Demand? 

Build Your Resilient HVAC & Plumbing 
Distribution Supply Chain

High-Demand & Seasonal Products:  
Loosen the Valve on Market Share

Variable Lead Times:  
Eliminate Preventable Out-of-Stocks

New Product Introductions:  
Evolve & Compete, Smarter

• 47% overstock reduction

• 25%+ inventory reduction

• 80% less time spent on replenishment

• 40%+ fewer inter-store transfers

Construct Results

Material & Workforce Shortages:  
Prepare, But Don’t Over-Prepare



Companies Big and Small: Leaders And Up-and-Comers

Blue Ridge’s LifeLine team puts actual humans on your specific 
challenges. White glove industry guidance focused on rapid, friction-
free results. Blue Ridge Is Not A Big IT Project because: 

HVAC & Plumbing Distribution.
It’s Our Wheelhouse.

24/7 Support 
& Monitoring

GO LIVE in
90 Days

ZERO Failed 
Implementations

Easy Ramp-Up. Continuous Value. Resilience Guaranteed. 

“

“- Brian Cronenwett,  
VP of International Supply Chain,  

Ace Hardware

Blue Ridge told us, and I dismissed it as sales 
hype, that we would reduce our time spent
making replenishment buys by 80%. But as it 
turned out, that was exactly what happened.
When all that manual manipulation went
away, the new tool was robust enough to
cope with the circumstances we faced. (It
allowed) more forward-looking analytics
and strategic things, as opposed to fighting
to get the buys done.

Flexible and configurable suite of Planning and Pricing 
solutions to meet your unique goals and processes. 

App-like simplicity means fast, frictionless ramp-up. Jump in where 
you need to; add components on your terms. Not ours.

Blend Demand Sensing & Pricing to Re-Imagine Profitability

Blue Ridge blends SCP and Pricing Optimization to deliver the best possible prediction of future demand and replenishment 
execution…blended with Intelligent Min/Max pricing recommendations to head-off risk. Incorporate inventory into pricing and 
quoting to support Available-to-Promise. Prioritize and auto-replenish build orders by supplier constraints, MOQs and inventory 
on-hand. Optimize fulfillment and free up cash with automated overstock transfers. 

Together, Planning + Pricing strategically shapes demand, improves fulfillment and reduces landed costs, increases market 
share, and grows service levels, sales, revenues and profits. Your resilient HVAC and plumbing supply chain starts here.

Get Agile with Pricing Optimization

Build Your Planning and Pricing Suite

www.blueridgeglobal.com


